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ABSTRACT: 

Financial literacy has assumed immense importance in current scenario. The increasing complexity of the financial 

markets coupled with deregulation have made financial decision-making tricky particularly for financially 

unsophisticated individuals. In fact, the low level of financial literacy  along with presence of complex financial 

products in market were two main factors considered to have played an important role in economic meltdown. 

Policy makers at various levels have been actively supporting financial education initiatives as they believe that it 

can make strong intervention in doing away with poor  financial decision making which results due to lack of 

financial knowledge. Therefore, it is expected that financially literate individuals would make prudent financial 

choices which will eventually ensure their financial security or financial well-being. In fact the definition of 

financial literacy as put forth by OECD lays down that the aim of  financial literacy is to improve financial well-

being among individuals. 

Financially literate individuals reportedly demonstrate sound decision making skills, resilience towards economic 

shocks, better retirement planning, and improved debt management. Some research studies also indicate strong 

correlation between financial literacy and positive financial behaviours like stock market participation, portfolio 

diversification, asset accumulation etc. All such behaviours ensure improved financial security and well-being 

among financially literate individuals.    

Though owing to importance of financial literacy, it has evoked huge academic interest but a standard definition 

and measure of financial literacy is lacking. Keeping all this in view, this paper will shed some light on the concept 

of financial literacy while presenting some of its commonly quoted definitions. The paper will also discuss various 

measurement methods for financial literacy. The paper also makes an  attempt to report financial literacy levels 

existing across different demographic groups based on various research studies conducted across the world. 
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